
Logic
Resolution in First-order logic





Properties of Statements



● Valid
● Satisfiable
● Unsatisfiable
● Equivalence
● Logical Consequence





Inference in Propositional Logic







Assignment
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Resolution





● Variable: A variable is simply a letter that can 
be either true or false.

● Literal: A literal is either a variable or the 
negation of a variable.

● Sum and Product: A disjunction of literals is 
called a sum and a conjunction of literals is 
called a product.

● Clause: A clause is a disjunction of literals.



Horn Clause
● A Horn clause is a clause (a disjunction of literals) with at most one positive literal. ¬p ∨ ¬q ∨ ... ∨ ¬t 

∨ u
● Conversely, a disjunction of literals with at most one negated literal is called a dual-Horn clause.
● A Horn clause with exactly one positive literal is a definite clause or a strict Horn clause.
● a definite clause with no negative literals is a unit clause
● a unit clause without variables is a fact;
● A Horn clause without a positive literal is a goal clause.
● Note that the empty clause, consisting of no literals (which is equivalent to false) is a goal clause.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clause_(logic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disjunction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literal_(mathematical_logic)


Resolution



Disjunctive Normal Forms (DNF):

A formula which is equivalent to a given formula and 
which consists of a sum of elementary products is called 
a disjunctive normal form of given formula. 

Example : (P ∧ ~ Q) ∨ (Q ∧ R) ∨ (~ P ∧ Q ∧~ R) 



Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF): 

A formula which is equivalent to a given formula and 
which consists of a product of elementary products is 
called a conjunctive normal form of given formula.

Example : (P~ ∨ Q) ∧ (Q ∨ R) ∧ (~ P ∨ Q ∨ ~ R)

If every elementary sum in CNF is tautology, then given 
formula is also tautology.



Principle Disjunctive Normal Form (PDNF) :

An equivalent formula consisting of disjunctions of minterms only is 
called the principle disjunctive normal form of the formula.

It is also known as sum-of-products canonical form.

Example:
(P ∧ ~ Q ∧ ~ R) ∨ (P ∧ ~ Q ∧ R) ∨ (~ P ∧ ~ Q ∧ ~ R)

● The minterm consists of conjunctions in which each statement variable 
or its negation, but not both, appears only once.

● The minterms are written down by including the variable if its truth 
value is T and its negation if its truth value is F.



Principle Conjunctive Normal Form (PCNF) :

An equivalent formula consisting of conjunctions of maxterms only is called the 
principle conjunctive normal form of the formula.
It is also known as product-of-sums canonical form.

Example :
(P ∨ ~ Q ∨ ~ R) ∧ (P ∨ ~ Q ∨ R) ∧ (~ P ∨ ~ Q ∨ ~ R)

● The maxterm consists of disjunctions in which each variable or its negation, 
but not both, appears only once.

● The dual of a minterm is called a maxterm.
● Each of the maxterm has the truth value F for exactly one combination of the 

truth values of the variables.
● The maxterms are written down by including the variable if its truth value is F 

and its negation if its truth value is T.





Steps to Convert to CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form)



CNF
In Boolean logic, a formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) or clausal normal form if 
it is a conjunction of one or more clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of literals; 
otherwise put, it is a product of sums or an AND of ORs. As a canonical normal form, it 
is useful in automated theorem proving and circuit theory. 

A sentence expressed as a conjunction of disjunctions of literals is said to be in 
Conjunctive normal Form or CNF.



Steps to Convert to CNF



Steps to Convert to CNF



Example 1:



Example 1: Solution
Convert into FOL:

Convert into CNF:



Example 1: Solution

Convert into CNF:









Types of Resolution





Thank You!

Any Questions?


